Abstract Nowadays, the diversity and large deployment of video recorders result in a large volume of video data, whose effective use requires a video indexing process. However, this process generates a major problem consisting in the semantic gap between the extracted low-level features and the ground truth. The ontology paradigm provides a promising solution to overcome this problem. However, no naming syntax convention has been followed in the concept creation step, which constitutes another problem. In this paper, we have considered these two issues and have developed a full video surveillance ontology following a formal naming syntax convention and semantics that addresses queries of both academic research and industrial applications. In addition, we propose an ontology video surveillance indexing and retrieval system (OVIS) using a set of semantic web rule language (SWRL) rules that bridges the semantic gap problem. Currently, the existing indexing systems are essentially based on low-level features and the ontology paradigm is used only to support this process with representing surveillance domain. In this paper, we developed the OVIS system based on the SWRL rules and the experiments prove that our approach leads to promising results on the top video evaluation benchmarks and also shows new directions for future developments.
Introduction
During the last few years, the semantic multimedia indexing process becomes a major research topic in computer vision and machine learning, due to the huge increase in the size of recorded data and the diversity of application domains like sport, broadcasting, news, cooking and surveillance. The need to find an effective tool to index and store this large volume of data for future uses must be satisfied. Therefore, many scientists explore new ways to improve the existing approaches or to develop new ideas in the video indexing domain. Currently, there are two dominant categories of indexing approaches. The first one consists of using low-level features in an automatic system where the second one uses metadata or keywords in a manual high-level system. Even if the combination of those two approaches could offer an efficient indexing system, it does not overcome completely the semantic gap problem.
Generally, the semantic gap outlines the differences between the video sequence information perceived by human experts and the interpretation of the results obtained from low-level analyzers. Several works used an ontology-based approach to handle this problem. For instance, Kless et al.
[1] present a thesaurus or taxonomies as the best method for the creation of ontology. Atta et al. [2] develop a framework based on a network of scalable ontologies that index a large repository of special effects video clips. This proposed framework enables intelligent retrieval for the film post-production domain. Mariano et al. [3] realize a system to answer ontological queries that include many specific optimizations. On one hand, they exploit the ABox (assertion component) skills that generally represent the assertion component or instances of the class. On the other hand, they respect the TBox (terminological component) properties that generally describe a system in terms of controlled vocabulary. Scherp et al. [4] propose the notion of a core ontology, like a system based on the logical notion of reducibility, rather than on the distinction between generic and domain ontologies. Benmokhtar et al. [5] use an ontology paradigm integrated with a neural network approach for detecting a concept purpose. Rector et al. [6] consider annotation using existing ontologies as a good practice. Smith et al. [7] present a specific theory of ontology called Ontological Realism to build high-quality ontologies, using both philosophical views (i.e., the study of the existing entities and the way that they are related to each other) and computer science ones (i.e., the conceptualization of a domain). Hernandez-Leal et al. [8] propose the use of ontologies as a tool to reduce the semantic gap between low and high-level information, and present the foundations of ontology to be used in an intelligent video surveillance system.
Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:
• To our knowledge, this is the first work that introduce the idea of following a unified ontology structure to formalize both the objects and the actions as well as the events in surveillance domain. We have also modeled the non-sequential relationship between events using Allen's interval algebra.
• Secondly, we extend the video surveillance domain representation by considering new concepts characterizing events in the industrial domain, whereas the approaches proposed in the literature focused only on academic aspects.
• Our ontology is more complete compared with those proposed in the literature and gives a large coverage of important objects and events in the surveillance domain.
• Fourth, this is the first work that proposes a diversity of applications, which are not limited to indexing purposes, but also applies to scene description, benchmark creation, etc.
• Finally, we contribute the use of the proposed ontology in a rule-based indexing and retrieval approach, by generating SWRL rules. These rules are deployed in the middle and high-level step of an event detection process, that are supplied with low-level descriptors, rather than using the classical descriptors and classifiers in all-event detection steps.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 focuses on related works. In Sect. 3, we present our ontology with its naming syntax convention and semantics. Section 4 describes a comparative study with other ontologies. Section 5 presents the various domains of application of our ontology. The OVIS system architecture is illustrated in Sect. 6 . Preliminary of the video surveillance ontology indexing and retrieval system developed here are given in Sect. 7. The final section provides some concluding remarks.
Related works and background
In video surveillance applications, an ontology could be used in the indexing process to support the detection of an event such as an abnormal behavior, crowd situations of people or traffic monitoring. Indeed, the description of a domain covered by the ontologies and the reasoning results that are generated increase the accuracy of the indexing process. Several approaches have been proposed using an ontology.
Soner et al. [9] use an ontology to extract instances from a document corpus, and add them to the knowledge basis. Till et al. [10] handle the problem of using a variety of languages and propose a distributed ontology language DOL that allows to use its own preferred ontology formalism considering the interoperability with the others. Ballan et al. [11] recognize events in broadcast news and video surveillance domains by embedding knowledge into the ontology. Bagdanov et al. [12] use a multimedia ontology that contains visual prototypes representing each cluster that acts as a bridge between the domain and the video structure ontology. They present a system that gives a solution to the semantic gap between the high-level concepts and low-level descriptors. Bertini et al. [13] classify the events and the objects that are observed in video sequences by adding new instances of visual concepts to their ontology through updating mechanisms of the existing concepts. This approach used in both generic and specific domain descriptors attempts to identify visual prototypes that represent elements of visual concepts. To overcome the problem of manual rules creation by a human expert, Bertini et al. [14] proposed an adaptation of the First Order Inductive Learner (FOIL) technique for Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [15] , called FOILS. Xue et al. [16] propose an ontology-based surveillance video archive and retrieval system. Lee et al. [17] classify and index video surveillance streams through the creation of the framework called Video Ontology System (VOS). Snidaro et al. [18] use a set of rules in SWRL language for event detection purposes in the video surveillance domain.
The problem that arises in the use of an ontology paradigm to support the indexing process is to find the best way for the creation of this ontology. Moreover, some previous works have used the ontology tool and demonstrated their efficiency in helping and managing the indexing and retrieval process. However, they have based their experimental studies on events that consider only one or two relevant objects in a video clip. In the contextual cases, they consider events such as an abandoned or stolen object; whereas in the moving cases, they consider events like a person who walks from right to left, an airplane flying, and so on. The problem that arises is how to ensure the efficiency of the ontology in the indexing and retrieval process when the user requires multiple object events or crowd sourced events considering a set of relevant objects (e.g., queries about a regular group of people walking, a group of people running and a group of people splitting).
Calavia et al. [19] developed an intelligent video surveillance ontology system that analyzes objects movements and identify abnormal and alarming situations. However, the domain application covered by the documentation is not consistent with the ontology representation. Papadopoulos et al. [20] proposed a genetic algorithm for optimizing the size of each ontology element (e.g., concepts). In this way, they consider the variable relevant importance of global and local information to detect the different ontology elements. Nevertheless, the relationship named "some/some" is used instead of "all/some". Sawsan et al. [21] constructed a video movement ontology for automatic annotation of human movement's purposes in the classic Benesh notation. However, it is not clear whether their ontology is formal or not, and there is something wrong in the use of the "Is-A relation" in a non-transitive way as the relation between the two concepts (i.e., media and video) in multimedia representation part. Trochidis et al. [22] proposed a well-structured ontology approach to model life events described as a graph of connections between concepts with representing a particular domain. Nevertheless, this approach has some limitations about mainstream ontology and its application in video analysis. Bohlken et al. [23] considered the problem of high-level scene interpretation suggesting a novel architecture based on the generation of rules from an OWL-DL ontology. However, the concept of vehicle entering a zone is not conceptual, because it represents an action between vehicles and zone concepts.
Nevatia et al. [24, 25] developed two languages called VERL (Video Event Representation Language) and VEML (Video Event Markup Language), for describing an ontology of events, and annotating instances of the events, respectively. However, a confusion occurs between the object language that describes the referent in the subject domain and the meta-language that defines this object language. Bai et al. [26] presented a video semantic content analysis framework based on ontology. A high-level concept is described referring to this domain of application and combined with the MPEG-7 standards for expressing low-level content analysis algorithms. Nevertheless, this ontology confuses between the relation "Is-A", and "Instance-Of". For example, the combination of many algorithm instances with the "Is-A" relation in an ontology replaces the "Instance-Of" relation. SanMiguel et al. [27] proposed an ontology-based approach to represent the prior knowledge of a video event analysis consisting of two types of knowledge: the application domain and the analysis system. The domains knowledge involves all the high-level semantic concepts (objects, events, context, etc.), while the system knowledge includes the abilities of the analysis system (algorithms, reactions to events, etc.). However, this ontology determines only the best visual analysis framework (or processing scheme), and does not handle the inference for object tracking and event detection.
The detection process is often represented using three levels: low-level, middle-level and high or semantic one. Different approaches could be found in the literature using descriptors in the low and middle level and classifiers in the semantic one. Utasi et al. [28] proposed a statistical descriptor approach detecting three kinds of events: regular activity, running and splitting. This approach consists in using a background extraction technique followed by calculating the optical flow of foreground pixels. However, it does not detect many events like walking and formation. Chan et al. [29] used a model based on global properties to detect events such as walking, running, splitting, formation and local dispersion. Their approach characterizes the crowd flow using a dynamic texture. However, this model does not process overlapping that could occur between events.
Other semantic based approaches participate on TRECVID Surveillance Event Detection (SED) task 2016. Markatopoulou et al. [30] proposed a system for surveillance event detection based on fisher vector encoding method and SVM models to learn how to separate each activity from the others. However, this approach detects many false alarms. Zhao et al. [31] used different approaches to detect surveillance events, and their overall system consists of two parts: the retrospective part and the interactive part. The retrospective part implements pedestrian detection, pedestrian tracking and event detection. The interactive part determines the events after fixing the false and missing rate. However, this method considered a limited number of events.
After a deep analysis of all the problems noted above, we introduce an innovative approach in this work, by creating an ontology and implementing the OVIS indexing and retrieval system that considers all the above observations. In this paper, we have reconsidered our previous works [32, 33] where we presented only our SWRL rules based approach allowing to handle a video surveillance ontology to detect a single or multiple objects events. In the present work, we have improved and extended our previous approach by implementing a complete video surveillance ontology with a very precise step creation syntax. This extension describes numerous objects and events that can appear in a video surveillance domain. Furthermore, the creation of our ontology is more complete considering new concepts that characterize events in the industrial domain. Moreover, we have not based our approach only on indexing purposes, but also in scene/video description and benchmark creation domains. Finally, we used our ontology to prove the efficiency of our approach. We have generated SWRL rules for event detection, and used them in both middle level and high or semantic level, rather than using the classical descriptors and classifiers in all-event detection steps. These SWRL rules use results that are supplied by low-level descriptors for event detection purposes. We have also tested the performance of these rules by experimenting videos from the PETS 2012 challenge [34] and SED task from TRECVID challenge [35] . The PETS challenge represents multiple view sequences that handle different crowd activities and contain multiple objects events (e.g., group walking and group splitting). It allows providing the existence of each event, in these sequences, with start/end as well as transitions between these different events. The main goal of TRECVID (The TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation) is to promote progress in content-based analysis and retrieval from digital video via open metrics-based evaluation. The Surveillance Event Detection (SED) task focuses on developing new approaches able to detect observations of different events. It consists in a subset of 10 h of videos recorded using multi-camera derived from Gatwick airport. Seven events are identified: PersonRuns, CellToEar, ObjectPut, PeopleMeet, Embrace, PeopleSplitUp, and Pointing. In our work, we focus on three events: PersonRuns (Running), PeopleMeet (Formation) and PeopleSplitUp (Splitting).
Ontology hierarchy description
Our ontology creation based on a naming syntax convention includes most of the existing concepts appearing in a video surveillance domain. Indeed, our approach is an improvement of SanMiguel et al. [27] work, where we used the same modeling that defines the high-level relationships between objects and events to compose single and multiple object activities. We believe that this modeling is the most suitable to represent the video surveillance domain. However, regarding the different levels that compose ontologies, we use this modeling only in the high level expressed as level 2 "L2" in Tables 1 and 3 below. We also introduced new concepts representing events used in the industry like intrusion.
Semantics of our ontology
Generally, the semantic interpretation of video sequences is the critical step in an indexing process. It corresponds to the translation of the low-level features extracted from the visual analysis module into the video sequence meaning. Here, we used an ontology paradigm as a tool characterizing a video surveillance system. Our semantic ontology is represented by different interacting concepts where each concept carries one or more properties as a "Data_Property" described in detail below.
Ontology concepts
The concepts of the ontology proposed here correspond to the categorization of the video surveillance domain, regarded as generalization/specialization relationships. In order to have a complete representation of all the objects or events that can happen in a video surveillance domain, we formally divide the ontology into four main categories concepts representing Video_Actions, Video_Events, Video_Objects and Video_Sequences.
Figures 1 and 2 below show how the four main categories of concepts are linked together, where each one forms an interconnection with the other. First, all the available video sequences in the video database must be indexed with one or more concepts that appear in the Video Events category. A relationship exists between Video Events and Video Actions since an event is a composition of one or more actions. Furthermore, another connection exists between Video Actions and the video objects category. Actually, scene description is formed by the video object components category where the actions occur. Finally, video sequences category encloses objects that belong to the video objects category. In the following, we describe each category.
Video objects
The different kinds of objects represent the principal entities that interact in the video sequences. The video_objects category involves all the objects that can appear in a video surveillance scene. A large variety of objects interacts with each other to create a video surveillance action. According to their mobility skills, the objects can be assembled into two main categories. The Contextual Objects having no mobility skills and the Mobile Objects with mobility skills. Eventually, we can add a third category representing an image region of interest (ROI), characterized by Low-Level Features. It represents all the data extracted from the visual analysis module. Table 1 below illustrates these three categories dividing the video objects into five levels (from L1 to L5). • The category of Contextual Objects is divided into two subclasses representing Fixed Objects (that can never be moved by other objects) and Portable Objects (that have the possibility of moving with other objects). Fixed Objects correspond to those of human creation (e.g., air conditioners and panels) and natural objects (e.g., grass and land). Portable Objects represent all general and selfusing objects (e.g., a box, a chair and a cellphone).
• The category of Mobile Objects encloses four subclasses that have the ability of self-moving, such as animals, airplanes, trains, boats, humans and traffic. Traffic corresponds to bicycles and motorcycles. The Human subclass Video actions In video surveillance domain, the action concept represents the behavior of different objects detected in the video sequence in a time frame window. This category includes the actions that can be expected in video surveillance events. Therefore, several varieties of occurring objects can produce multiple kinds of actions. Generally, we can expect five categories of objects that belong to Video Objects category: airplane, boat, train, traffic (road traffic) and humans. In our ontology, we divide these actions into different subclasses according to the nature of the different objects interactions:
• Interactions with environment: such as human walking, human stopping and airplane landing.
• Interactions with humans: human attacking, human meeting, etc.
• Interactions with objects: such as a human breaking an object.
As described in Sect. 3.2, Table 2 below presents a summary of the different subclasses of the Video Actions parts of our ontology, illustrated at different levels (L1 to L3). We separate all the actions according to their degree of priority. The first subclass degree of the Video Action category expressed in level 2 represents the action actors and properties with which they interact (e.g., Human_And_Objects_Actions). The second subclass degree expressed in level three corresponds to the actions themselves. Among them, we note those that are widely reported in the literature such as (Split, Met and Ran) and those related to the industrial domain. Thus, for example walking and running events represent generally a group-of-person that interacts with the environment by multiple walked and ran actions. Intrusion event related to industrial domain represents the attempt of a person to enter a restricted zone. Considering new concepts that characterize events in the industrial domain, is one of the objectives of our proposal work contribution.
Video events The video event concept represents a composition and succession of one or several actions appearing in a video sequence. In the present ontology, the Video_Events category encloses all the different events that could happen in a video stream. Each event representing the formation of actions encloses one or several relevant objects that interact with each other. Table 3 describes the four levels (L1-L4) representing the different subclasses of the Video Events parts in our ontology. Each level corresponds to a degree of priority, as described in Sect. 3.2. The first degree is related to the number of relevant objects and divides our Video Events category into two main subclasses representing, respectively, single and multiple object events. The second degree is related to the nature of objects represented by seven types: Group-Of-Person, Multiple_Ground-Vehicle, Airplane, Train, Boat, Person and Single_Ground-Vehicle. The final degree corresponds to the interaction between these objects and the other concepts such as human, environment or objects.
Video sequences The video sequences category represents the class of all the videos indexed by the OVIS system and the instances represent the Video Database.
After presenting the Ontology concepts part, in the following we describe DataProperty and ObjectProperty parts.
Ontology DataProperty
The Data_Property represents the real information related to individual's concepts. In our ontology, DataProperty includes all the properties related to one or more concepts. Table 4 displays the DataProperty hierarchy divided into three levels (L1-L3). The top level is split into seven subclasses related to the types of DataProperty, such as Event properties and Frame Properties. Each of them enclosing one or more data properties like Event_Place (if the event represents indoor or outdoor events), Number_Frame, etc.
Ontology ObjectProperty
The Object_Property concerns the concepts of the ontology interactions and is divided into three levels as shown in Table 5 . A complete representation of all interactions 
Syntax of our ontology
We have created a naming syntax convention composed of several rules to obtain a complete and consistent ontology. First, all the new concepts created in the Video_Event Category must be named in the same way as the previous ones in this category. Each concept is composed of three parts:
• The interaction (each concept starts with an interaction name).
• The name of objects existing in the Video Object category.
• The property with which this object interacts.
Furthermore, all the concepts of our ontology are generalized, and their details are classified in the form of Object_Properties and Data_Properties. As a typical example, the notion of time, posture, position and interaction are represented as Object_Properties or Data_Properties, and not under the subevent class. Moreover, the concept naming duplication must be avoided and Multiple_Event separated from Single_Event, Human_Actions from Objects_Actions, as well as Person Events from Objects Events. In addition, the Data_Properties and the Object_Properties must be generalized and the duplication avoided. For instance, instead of having a Data_Property called Name-Of-Animals for the concept animal and another one called Name-Of-Building for the concept building, we introduce a generalization and call the DataProperty "Name," using it for both concepts. The events and actions must be separated according to their degree of priority. Concerning the events, the first degree is attributed to multiple or single object, the second degree is linked to the nature of the object (Group-Of-person, Person and Ground-Vehicle.), and the third one represents the object interaction (with Human, with Environment or with Object). As far as the actions are concerned, the first degree is set according to the action actors and the concepts with which they interact, while the second degree is set with the action itself.
In the present work, the Group-Of-Person Object is regarded as the formation of two or more individuals. To be more concise, each word in the formation of a concept, an Object_Property or a Data_Property, must start with a capital letter. Relationships are determined between concepts (ObjectProperty) in the three categories: Object-AgainstObject, Human-Against-Object, and Human-Against-Human. The new concepts added to the Video Actions Category are made of one word representing the action, except for the category object, where we need to specify the interaction of our concepts (Human, Ground, Vehicle, Airplane). The nature of interaction with an object in the category Video_Actions must be specified if the action does not consider all types of objects. Moreover, all the concepts of our ontology are created by unifying the words with an underscore (_), except for the composed objects, linked with a hyphen (-). Table 6 shows a comparison of the present ontology with the others in literature. Each version has advantages and weaknesses related with the domain representation covering, consistency, etc. As far as our ontology is concerned, it is essentially based on avoiding all these negative points, as explained in Sect. 3. The aim of this work is to develop a strong and efficient ontology for applications in various domains as discussed in Sect. 5.
Comparison with other ontologies
Our ontology uses a naming syntax convention and semantics for consistency, formalism, conceptualization and sufficiently clear relationships between concepts. Moreover, we create a complete video surveillance ontology that includes most of the events arising from both the research and industrial domains. Furthermore, our ontology handles the small domain representation covering problem. Finally, our ontology has been developed for future usages like inference rules 
(SWRL) which enhance their efficiency with new knowledge in event detection as described in Sects. 6 and 7.
Case studies in various domains
We have proposed a complete and consistent ontology that covers major video surveillance events. This complete knowledge representation could be useful in various domains. In the following subsections, we present some interesting application domains that could use the proposed ontology.
Benchmark creation
A benchmark represents challenges accepted and practiced by the scientific community to solve problems in various domains. In video surveillance, most of the benchmarks like PETS and TRECVID handle events detection. The formalism of our ontology could help these benchmarks in the selection process of the events appropriately.
Scene description
Scene description represents all the objects that act/appear in the scene. These objects form either background objects (objects acting for a long time in the scene) and/or foreground objects (new objects appearing in the scene). Recently, a particular attention is given to the process of describing images automatically. Kuznetsova et al. [36] proposed to consider the task of image description as a retrieval problem, and create a hand-designed approach able to describe images in a wild field. It is based on retrieving similar captioned images from a large database, before generating new description by generalizing and recomposing the retrieved captions. This approach involves typically an intermediate generalization step to remove the specificity of a caption that is relevant only in the retrieved image such as the name of a city. The model reported by Socher et al.
[37] uses dependent representations and neural networks to embed images and sentences together, into a common vector form. This approach shows how to map sentence representations from recursive networks into the same space as images. Vinyals et al. [38] demonstrated the effectiveness of storing contextual information in a recurrent layer, and developed a generative approach based on a combination of Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks, to generate image captions monitoring their output on the image features extracted by a convolutional neural network. This approach uses the MS COCO dataset that contains 5000 images with 40 reference sentences to enhance the accuracy of automatic measures. Kiros et al. [39] used two separate pathways (for images and text) to define a joint embedding, even if they can generate text. They proposed a different architecture using the hidden state of an LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) encoder at time T as the encoded representation of the length T input sequence. It maps this sequence representation and combines it with the visual representation of a modern visual Convnet model, a joint space is obtained with a separate decoder predicts words.
Mao et al. [40] opened new prospects for bidirectional methods that retrieve images based on a textual input, or sentences from a given image. They developed powerful methods of jointly learning from image and text inputs to form higher-level representations from models such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs). They tested their methods on object recognition and word embedding taken from a large-scale text corpus. They proposed a system using Convolutional Neural Networks to extract image features, and Recurrent Neural Networks for sentences, with an interaction performed in a multimodal common layer. Figure 4 shows a precise segmentation of two scenes extracted from PETS challenge. The scene contains static elements that do not change over time (i.e., buildings, grass, electric poles, roads, trees, car parks, restrictive roads). All these concepts belong to our ontology. 
Video description
Like image description, the video description process represents operations that describe objects acting in a video clip. However, unlike the images that are static, the videos require the information dealing with dynamic and temporal changes of the structure along with translation into a natural language description.
Many works have led to greater exploration of video description applications. Yao et al. [41] developed detailed models using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) description capable to select the most relevant temporal segments in a video and to incorporate 3D CNN by generating sentences. In their work, two types of encoders are tested: one is a simple frame-wise application of the pre-trained convolutional network, while the other is a 3D convolutional network. Rohrbach et al. [42, 43] used an approach based on statistical machine translation that produces descriptions of videos containing several people cooking in the same kitchen, with the possibility to go from an intermediate semantic representation to sentence generation. Sentences are generated starting from a semantic role representation of high-level concepts such as the actor, action and object. Venugopalan et al. [44] applied the neural approach to static image caption generation, and used an LSTM decoder type for automatic video description generation tasks. They used a convolutional neural network to extract appearance features from each frame of an input video clip. Due to its complete and coherent representation, our proposed ontology could be used easily in all video description works.
Video event indexing
Video indexing offers advanced computer vision capabilities to efficiently and automatically categorize and search events in large datasets. It describes the process of events detection in the video surveillance domain. The consistent and the diversity of our ontology in terms of video surveillance concept representation can incorporate video event indexing and retrieval systems. In Sect. 7, we present an application of our ontology to video surveillance event indexing, using the PETS 2012 and TRECVID 2016 datasets We have selected five event recognition tasks to depicts the efficiency of the proposed OVIS system.
OVIS system architecture
The ontology approach is the effective way to support the event indexing process in the video surveillance domain. It represents the core module in the global architecture of the OVIS system as shown in Fig. 5 . Its main purpose is to ensure the video sequence indexing process from the first step using the blobs extraction module for extracting blobs bounding box features to the last step of events identification and video sequences indexation.
The indexing process of video sequences shown in Fig. 5 , starts when the video analysis module extracts the different blobs bounding boxes from the video sequence using a background subtraction method with some low-level properties such as Top Left Point X, Top Left Point Y, Width, and Length. The ontology considers these bounding box features as an input, and organize them to create DataProperty and ObjectProperty, frame, video sequence, etc. Then, the reasoner of our ontology gives them the correct order using a set of SWRL rules, index this video sequence into the appropriate video event class according to the behavior of its objects with start and end event frames. Finally, the video surveillance stream will be indexed and stored in the database for future needs. For retrieval purpose, the OVIS system allows the search of all indexed videos in the video surveillance stream indexed database using key words expressed as events names (e.g., walking, running, splitting, formation and local dispersion). For example, if we like to retrieve walking events, we will use walking as keyword and the OVIS system will return all sequences indexed with a walking event.
Blobs extraction module
Blobs represent features that usually have a large coverage area and have proved to be better than points, corners or edges, due to the full occlusion of the subject. Several algorithms could be used to collect the blobs. The background subtraction algorithm will classify the pixels of the input image into foreground and background. The blobs are extracted by collecting the foreground pixels that belong to a single connected component. Optical flow can be used by extracting the characteristics of each pixel in each motion image. These flows are then grouped into blobs with coherent motion and are modeled by a mixture of multivariate Gaussians. The optical flows are useful to characterize each moving pixel according to certain features of the flows' vectors. In the present work, a background subtraction method is used to extract blobs that occur in each frame with their bounding boxes. These features represent the input of our SWRL approach for event detection purposes.
For video analysis, we have used the OpenCV [45] library to extract low-level features of blobs bounding boxes such as top left coordinates, height and width. Therefore, all these features will be used as an input of the OVIS system.
Methodology for populating the ontology
Our solution is open-source based on the Pellet reasoner and Protege2000 (5.0.0 version) application. However, the biggest challenge was to fill the population of the ontology. We have performed a reverse engineering of Protege2000 to understand how to create the automated filling of individuals with Data_Property and Object_Property features. In each OWL document generated by Protege2000, we found different properties like individuals, DataProperty and ObjectProperty. Therefore, the solution represents the creation of the parser that reads and extracts different data from the output file of the image/video processing. Then, the parser opens and includes the right tag of the OWL file based on our ontology modeling, the different individuals represented as bounding boxes generated with their Data_Properties and Object_Properties. Finally, the population of the ontology (individuals represented as bounding boxes generated from image/video processing) was already filled with their "Data_Property and Object_Property" opened with the new generated OWL file.
SWRL rules
To test the efficiency of the proposed approach, different events are addressed together with more than 300 SWRL rules (see web link 1 for some example of SWRL rules), such as:
• Group running and walking events: In each image, the motion magnitude identifies the difference between these two events. For instance, a high-magnitude event means running, while a low-magnitude event means walking. The detection is performed by defining an experimental threshold or using a classifier with a feature such as the average speed of movement. In our case, we used an experimental threshold.
• Group formation and splitting events: The position, orientation and speed of the groups are the main factors determining the accuracy of the events.
• Group Local dispersion events: the positions and the evolving size of the group over frames determine the accuracy of the events.
We used the rule plugin of Protege [46] to write the inference rules of our engine in the SWRL language, and the Pellet reasoner [47] to infer all the events. These SWRL rules are divided into three categories: distance, tracking and event rules.
SWRL distance rules
They consist of generating all major bounding box in each frame of the video sequence. These rules check distances between detected bounding boxes in the current frame. Neighboring Bounding boxes are grouped into a major one. Figure 6 depicts an example of a situation for grouping two bounding boxes detected with the blobs extraction module into a major one. An SWRL distance rule verifies whether these bounding boxes could be grouped into the same major bounding box or not. The Pellet Reasoner takes the decision of inferring or not across the right side and checks the left side of the SWRL rule (before the arrow).
SWRL tracking rules
These rules consist of generating all the different Group_Of_Person instances using the results of major bounding boxes created by the previous rules (SWRL Dis- 6 An illustration of a situation for grouping two bounding boxes into a major one (TRECVID 2016) tance rules) to detect the start/end position of each group and other parameters in the video sequence. Figure 7 illustrates an example of a situation describing the tracking of the identified group GPY between two successive frames (FZ and FZ+1).
SWRL event rules
This category of rules is used to detect the appropriate events. Therefore, the behavior of the group identified in the previous category (SWRL Tracking rules) is analyzed. An example of a splitting event is illustrated in Fig. 8 below where an event SWRL rule is used for verifying whether the identified group GPZ splits or not into two groups (GPX and GPY) between two successive frames (FZ and FZ+1).
After presenting the three categories of our SWRL rules, the next paragraph demonstrates all the strategies used for reasoning and inferring the different events.
Reasoning strategies
In the aim of inferring the different events presented above, we create different SWRL rules with a strategy that follows all these 16 steps in the reasoning process:
1. Inferring the four coin points of each bounding box (x, y) detected with the low-level extractor module. 2. Inferring the major bounding box in the case of frame containing only one bounding box. 3. Inferring the four coin points of each major bounding box (x, y) (case of frame containing only one bounding box). 4. Inferring an ID for each bounding box detected with respect to its position in the frame (the one who is most to the right, will have the ID number one, then the one who comes to his left will have the ID number two and so on). 5. Inferring the majors bounding boxes in the case of frame containing two bounding boxes. 6. Inferring the four coin points of each major bounding box (x, y) (case of frame containing two bounding boxes). 7. Inferring the majors bounding box in the case of frame containing three bounding boxes or more: 
Results and discussions
To test the efficiency of the OVIS system inspired by TRECVID and PETS, we selected five events (walking, running, split, formation and local dispersion). We developed an application in the Java environment that handles all the steps of our indexing and retrieval system. The process started with the selected video and ended with the indexing results. The tests were performed on a machine with Intel Core I7 CPU and 16 GB RAM, under Windows 8. We considered three types of evaluations to check the performance of the OVIS system:
Evaluation based on the events
The first type of evaluation was based on the number of events returned by the OVIS system; it is carried out by many metrics, such as Precision, Recall, F-measure, FP (False Pos-itive), FN (False Negative), TP (True Positive) and TN (True Negative). We considered these measures as follows:
• Precision = Number of detected videos that contain the event/Number of videos indexed with the event.
• Recall = Number of detected videos that contain the event/Number of all videos in Database that contain the event.
• F-measure = 2 * ((Precision * Recall)/(Precision + Recall)).
• TP = Number of videos indexed with the event and containing it.
• TN = Number of videos not indexed with the event and not containing it.
• FP = Number of videos indexed with the event and not containing it.
• FN = Number of videos not indexed with the event and containing it.
We selected two challenges (PETS 2012 and TRECVID 2016) to evaluate our event detection system.
In the first challenge, we used 16 videos (with 4240 frames) that were used to describe different events and we carry out all the metrics noted above.
In the second one, an 11-h subset of the multi-camera airport surveillance domain evaluation data is used with the following evaluation metrics: select Precision, Recall and Fmeasure. Table 7 shows the indexing results for each event. We consider 13 walking, 8 running, 4 splitting, 4 formation and 4 local dispersion events as the ground truth videos, given by the first column. The second column displays the number of videos that the OVIS system indexes in each event; the final column shows the number of videos containing the effective events among those indexed by OVIS. Table 8 , we summarized the statistics of the obtained data from the full dataset. On one hand, the events walking and local dispersion provide excellent results and reach 100% of precision. Therefore, these results mean that the number of detected videos by OVIS system that contains walking and local dispersion events is equal to the number of videos indexed with these events. On the other hand, the events of running, splitting, formation exceed 50% of precision. So, we can conclude that the number of detected videos by OVIS system that contains running, splitting, and formation events is equal to at least the half of the number of videos indexed with these events. As illustrated, the event local dispersion reaches also an excellent result of 100% in recall. This means that the OVIS system does not miss any local dispersion event. Moreover, the recall of event walking, running, splitting and formation provides good result and is at least above 62%. Following the result of precision and recall, the F-measure metric expresses the relation precision/recall. Consequently, the F-measure metric provides excellent result in walking and local dispersion events and a good one in the rest of events. The metrics (FP, FN, TP and TN) give the accuracy of the indexing process generated by of the OVIS system. Thus, this accuracy is considered as excellent when the number of FP and FN is very low and the number of TP and TN is very high. As described in Table 8 , these metrics provide good results in general. For example, walking event generates good results with 3 videos not indexed with . This is an evidence that the OVIS system using SWRL rules with their different categories (Distance rules, Tracking rules, Event rules) successively, opens new prospects without using traditionally methods (SVM, KNN, etc.). The use of this complete video surveillance ontology is efficient in this indexing process that represents one among other domain applications addressed by this ontology.
PETS 2012 challenge
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Comparison with other approaches For the aim of evaluating the OVIS system based on SWRL rules, we compared it with two other studies [28, 29] that use the same video sequences from the PETS 2012 challenge dataset and handle the same event detection purpose: Group Walking, Group Running, Group Splitting, Group Formation and Group Local Dispersion. Table 9 compares the results obtained with the OVIS system and those reported in [28, 29] , using the Dataset PETS 2012. Figure 9 illustrates the Precision/Recall of our approach compared with the others.
Our approach based on SWRL rules detects all events, while Utasi et al. [28] method detects only two events (Group Running and Group Splitting). They did not try to identify the missing events although they claim that their approach was able to detect the other events without providing any indications. The method of Chan et al. [29] cannot include two events simultaneously while OVIS offers the possibility of processing and detecting two or more events at the same time, as illustrated in Fig. 11 below. Furthermore, the approach of Chan et al. [29] does not provide some important results as indicated by NC in Table 9 . Even if the precision of [29] is better than OVIS in few cases, they did not present their recall.
These observations lead us to conclude that the negative points noted above (not detecting all events, not processing two events simultaneously and not providing recall results) prove that our approach based on SWRL rules and created from the presented ontology is strong. We could also add new events just by creating the associated SWRL rules. 
TRECVID 2016 SED task
For the aim of evaluating our OVIS system in various contexts, we perform a comparison with two other approaches [30, 31] that participate in the SED task of TRECVID 2016 challenge. The SED task regroups seven types of events: PersonRuns, CellToEar, ObjectPut, PeopleMeet, PeopleSplitUp, Embrace, and Pointing. In our case studies, our OVIS system with it different SWRL rules handles only three of them: PersonRuns (Running), PeopleMeet (Formation), PeopleSplitUp (Splitting). In this way, we compare results obtained from our OVIS system with those presented in [30, 31] representing these three events. Table 10 shows the indexing results of PeopleMeet, PeopleSplitUp and PersonRuns events returned by our OVIS system. In our case, the OVIS system based on SWRL rules inferring method return the events of Formation, Splitting and Running and we consider them as PeopleMeet, PeopleSplitUp and PersonRuns, respectively. We consider 323 PeopleMeet, 176 PeopleSplitUp and 63 PersonRuns events as the groundtruth videos, given by the first column. Each event was detected with its start and end frames that provide the correct detection or false alarm event. Table 11 illustrates the results obtained with the OVIS system and those reported in [30, 31] , using the Dataset TRECVID 2016 SED task, where Fig. 10 shows the Precision/Recall metrics of our approach compared with the others.
First, our approach based on SWRL rules has a better ratio Precision/Recall (F-measure) compared with those exposed in [30, 31] . This point means that our system detects the majority of events related to ground truth without detecting a great number of false alarms. Secondly, the approach Markatopoulou et al. [30] detects the majority of correct event like our OVIS system but at the same time a great number of false alarms. We can conclude that this approach does not miss a large number of correct events but their precision is very low compared with OVIS system. Third, the method of Zhao et al. [31] expresses acceptable results in precision metrics but at the same time misses a great number of correct detection events compared with OVIS system. These observations lead us to conclude that all weaknesses detected in [30, 31] (miss a great number of events, detect a great number of false alarms) prove that our approach based on SWRL rules and created from this ontology is strong. We could also add new events like CellToEar, ObjectPut Embrace, and Pointing or other ones by creating the associated SWRL rules.
Evaluation based on the frame timing (PETS 2012)
The second type of evaluation is based on frame timing using an overlay (in frame number) of 10 frames to evaluate the performance of our system. To meet this end, three kinds of situations are considered:
• Too Early: Our system detects events before they really start (ground truth) with 10 frames.
• On Time: Our system detects events exactly when they start.
• Too Late: Our system detects the events after they really start with 10 frames. Figure 11 represents the frame timing events of sixteen videos (Ground Truth and results returned by the OVIS sys- Figure 11 above illustrates the results for the frame timing events obtained from the output of the OVIS system compared with the ground truth. The first advantage is the detection of at least one correct event in each video sequence analyzed by our system. Moreover, the second positive point is that all the correct events are detected on time without exceeding the overlay of 10 frames. These positive points demonstrate that our approach (based on the three types of SWRL rules from blobs features until event detection) works correctly at least once, and detects the right event at the right moment, where [28] [29] [30] [31] fail in this task. However, the weakness of the OVIS system is the occasional events confusions that generate incorrect events detections. This is generally due to these two examples cases:
1. The emergence of objects (not relevant) detected in the video sequence by the low-level feature analysis module; their behavior leads our system to detect a wrong event.
For example, when an image/ video processing detects a moving tree shadow and considers it as bounding box of pertinent blobs. This wrong detection leads OVIS system to detect a wrong event in general. 2. The incorrect splitting and formation of detected objects caused only by their walking or running speed. For example, when in the same Group-Of-Person, we detect different human speeds and in presence of walking or running events, OVIS can detect a wrong Splitting or Formation event.
We are confident that these weaknesses can be solved in a future work by adding new SWRL rules and improving initial blob detection and characterization. We not only expect to improve the obtained results, but also predict and extend the tests for detecting new events.
Evaluation based on Allen's interval algebra (PETS 2012)
The third type of evaluation is based on Allen's interval algebra 3 [48] for modeling many possible situations such as "X takes place before Y", "X overlaps Y", "X meets Y", …. (Where X and Y represents two different events detected in the same video sequences). For this purpose, another kind of SWRL rules were developed, and aim to infer the different relations between events detected in the same video sequence. The results of these SWRL rule were saved as a Boolean Data_Property related to Video_Sequences individuals (For example of relation: Took_Place_Before_R). Therefore, all the relations expressed as Data_Property inferred with these SWRL rules take true as value. For inferring the different relations between events detected in the same Video_Sequences, the start frame and end frame of each event represents the key aspects. Furthermore, the detection of five frames between two different successive events was considered in our case as "Met_R/Met_By_R" relations, and therefore up to five frames as "Took_Place_Before_R/Took_Place_After_R" relations. However, when the Video_Sequences contain only one event detected in several times, like Videos (13, 14, and 15) in Table 12 , no relations was inferred. Table 12 above illustrates all the Allen's relations obtained from the output of the OVIS system. The first advantage is the detection of all the correct relations in the sixteen video. For example, in Video 12 "V12" illustrated in Fig. 11 above (OVIS Detections part) handles three kinds of events (Walking, Formation, and Running). The different relations that we can observe is that:
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• First, event Walking started before event Formation and event Formation finished after event Walking (X overlapped Y) and (Y overlapped by X).
• Second, event Formation finished at the same time when event Running started (X met Y) and (Y met by X).
However, all these Allen's relations are inferred by the OVIS system like described in Table 12 (Video 12). The second advantage is no detection of any relation in presence of only one event detected in a video sequence, is done. For example, video 13, video 14 and video 15 illustrated in Fig. 11 above, we can find only Local-Dispersion event.
Consequently, any relation was inferred by OVIS system as presented in Table 12 . These positive points demonstrate that our approach based of SWRL is able to handle correctly Allen's relations whereas this point is not generated or presented also in [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Conclusions
Nowadays, video surveillance systems are part of our daily life, because of their role to ensure security and safety (i.e., allowing human behavior to be studied among the population). Thus, many research works have tried to develop an efficient system to index a very large volume of data accurately. In the present work, we have proposed a complete and coherent video surveillance ontology and a rule-based approach to detect multiple object events or crowd events (e.g., Group walking, Group splitting, etc.). In fact, we have described the link between the four main categories composing our ontology (Video_Sequences, Video_Objects, Video_Events, Video_Actions), that are in interaction. Our video surveillance ontology covers a very large number of objects and events happening in the video surveillance domain, as well as exhibiting a large dimension taking into consideration new concepts that represent events in the industrial domain.
Furthermore, we implemented the OVIS indexing and retrieval system, based on a complete video surveillance ontology and SWRL rules in the middle and high level of indexing process. Moreover, we tested OVIS with videos selected from the PETS 2012 and TRECVID 2016 Challenges. In this way, we obtained very promising results.
Moreover, the strengths of our approach are as follows:
• The competitive level results obtained with the different types of evaluations such as: evaluation based on the events, evaluation based on the frame timing, evaluation based on Allen's interval algebra.
• The facility of creating and using SWRL rules or adding new ones when new events occurs. This point allows the research community to address many future prospects in the domain ontology-based video surveillance indexing and retrieval systems.
The weaknesses of our approach stem from the requirement of manual reproduction of SWRL rules when new events occur and the lack of the uncertainty management by the OVIS system in image/video processing.
In our future work, we will extend the OVIS system by considering other events that could occur in the video surveillance domain. This will be possible by adding new SWRL rules and testing them using other datasets. In addition, we plan to use the neuronal network formalism to reproduce others SWRL rules, and use the Shannon's normalized entropy function for modeling the uncertainty associated to image/video processing.
